Female Breast Pump Enhancement

Use manual

Thank you for you purchasing BEMT-002 massager,Be sure to read this
instruction manual carefully before use so that you can make full and
correct use of your massager.Please keep this manual available for future
reference after you have read it through.

1. Introduction

A
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Professional, effective, breast enlarging vacuum pump.Our breast pump is
for firming and enlarging of underdevelopment breasts with immediate
results, quick, and effective vacuum suction for females and males who
want to enlarge their breasts. Or for those who want their breast to be
firmer.
The device is intended for women.This system is a nonsurgical,
scientifically-proven, breast enlargement system. It uses negative

pressure to apply a gentle three-dimensional pulling force that causes the
breasts to slowly and naturally grow an average of about one cup size.
The method lifts, shapes, and fill the breasts. The procedure creates no
scar.tissue, no stretch marks, no asymmetry of breasts, and the results
are permanent. (Measurements 22 months after use was stopped show
no size loss.

2. How does it work
This device is based on a medical principle known as tension-induced
growth: The vacuum stretches the breast tissue gently over a sustained
period of time. When cells are stretched, they respond both by swelling
temporarily and by replicating until, eventually, the cells divide to
accommodate stretch force. The new tissue is identical to the woman's
original breast tissue, and feels the same both to her and from the
"outside."

3. Correct Use
Preparing & setting the electrodes
When used for the first time, please fully complete discharge then recharging
it.
(1) Firstly contect the charge head to the product first, then insert the charger
to socket.
(2) When charging, please make sure the power switch is in a state of open,
and check the charger showed light is on or not.
(3) Charging time not more than eight hours at a time
(4) Each fully charging can be continuous use of more than half an hour .
This product can be used when charging, the slow charge while using .

(5) More than a week the massager is not used, please make sure the
charger is in good condition to charge again .

The best Treatments
（1） Before use, please first bath, let the breast skin fully wash, promote
metabolism, the best effect .
（2） Listen to the music or the time to rest, let the body and mind and relax
muscles fully
（3） Switch on the suction, and then adjust the intensity switch, transferred
to the suction acceptable range, then to small one back （A suck a put ，

the best effect）
（4） After using this product, please fully clean water or alcohol, air-dried
Properly kept

4. FAQ
Q.Is it Safe?
A. There have been a number of studies and tests, and no damage or
risks have been found.Tension-induced growth has been used for over
30 years in other areas of the body, so the science on this is very solid.
There are no side effects or health risks.
Q. Is it painful when using the Breast Enlargement Pump?
A. No, If you follow the complete directions, there is no pain or
discomfort when using the Breast Pump. Q. Are there any side effects?
A. There are no known side effects, besides breast growth.
Q. How often do I use the Breast Enlargement Pump, and for how long
at a time?
A. Using it longer and more often- does produce faster results. Pump to
a comfortable pressure and hold that for 10 to 15 minutes on each
breast twice a day. Do not over pump, if there is pain or discomfort
then release the pressure.
Q. Does your Breast Pump work on males and females?
A. Yes, it works on any breasts, the pump stretches the breast tissue
over and over again. It is called soft tissue expansion. It is a lot like
working out your muscles repeatedly

5. Note
（1） When the charger is not used, please put the charger unplug. The fork,
please be sure to seize the charger, please don't pull wire, otherwise
may damage the charger and cause a fire or accident.
（2） If the wire damaged or overheating, please stop using immediately.
（3）Please Don’t use it nearby Benzene, thinner, or spray nearby
otherwise may cause explosions or fire.
（4）Wet hands or not dry, please do not use the charger, otherwise may
cause electric shock or short circuit .
（5）Please do not place the product and charger or use it nearby Damp
places, such as the bathroom, the bath, wash basin or other high damp
place, otherwise it may cause electric shock or fire.
（6）If skin rash or skin irritation, do not use this product, In case of causing
bacterial infection or infection
( 7 ) Please put this product out the child's reach, do not let the children to
use or play .

6. Problem check
（1） Do not repair itself or is removed or modified in this product, you may
be injured by improper operation or cause a fire .
（2） If the wire or plug is damaged, please immediately stop using this
product

7. Feature
(1) Suction is 55kpa
(2) Two cups with different size.
(3)Suction can be tuned.
(4) Charger can work for 110v-250v

8. Package included
Main Device X 1
Adapter X 1
Cup X 2
Manual X 1

